. Counting efficiency depends on the energy of the radionuclide . Deviation depends on the energy of the radionuclide. Lower energy higher errors
Measure of PSm samples with TDCR detector
The energy (E') of the particle when reaching the scintillator is similar to that of the initial particle (E) All the particles reach the scintillator 
Reduction of the energy (E') of the particle when reaching the scintillation microspheres Reduction of the probability that a particle reaches the • Sphere radius was selected following the probability size distribution
• The spheres are located in a random free position into the cell
• The spheres are move in the Z, X and Y axis.
Random geometries (cell of 1mm 3 filled with polyethylene spheres and water)
• AL1
(59.4 ± 0.9 %)
• AL2
(62.3 ± 0.9 %)
• Sphere radius was selected following the probability size distribution
• The spheres are located in the position with lowest Z axis value
• AL3
(60.8 ± 0.5 %)
• Sphere radius was 87.8 µm
• The spheres are move in the Z, X and Y axis. Probability values for AL2 geometry are similar to experimental efficiency values Simulation with Penelope (P reach )
• In reduce spectra the mean energy is moved to higher energies
• Weak particles are stopped in the aqueous phase and those that arrive are more energetic
• Normalized spectra, REDUCED SPECTRA, must be used on TDCR calculations Y-90 normalized probability Energy (eV) Probability Normalized (1/particle) 
Geometry is still not correctly defined !!! Results of TDCR measure with "reduced spectra" and "reach probability" • Poor correlation: Degree of space filled do not depend on the microspheres diameter
• Distance from a random position in a random direction to the microspheres Interaction probability is correlated with the degree of space filled P <50µm : Probability to travel less than 50 µm in a lineal path from a random position in the aqueous phase in a random direction. PSm-TDCR-Penelope tracing method
• Radionuclide solution measure with PSm in a TDCR detector
• Calculation of the P reach at 53.4 % P <50µm value
• TDCR activity computation using the reduced spectra (AL2)
• Calculation of the corrected activity. 
Conclusions
• We have established a method based on TDCR-PSm-PENELOPE using 63 Ni as tracing radionuclide for the measure of beta radionuclides with quantification deviation lower that 3 %.
• We have established a theoretical model based on Monte Carlo simulation that allows to predict with high accuracy the lost of energy in the aqueous phase in microscopic geometries.
• We have evidenced the relevance to take into account the aqueous phase in the simulation of microscopic system (PS) but also in case of nanoscopic systems (LSC or Gel scintillation) in case of low energy beta emitters ( 3 H) or electron capture emitters ( 125 I).
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